Event Lawn and Multipurpose Pavilions: Outdoor Gathering Spaces at the Red Barn

The Red Barn site will include multi-purpose Pavilions located around an Event Lawn. Each Pavilion structure will have a roof and permanent flooring, but be open on all four sides. These spaces will be designed to accommodate a range of activities including: teaching, gathering and festival uses for up to 1,000 people in all reasonable weather conditions.

At least one is being envisioned as a Picnic Shelter for use by general visitors, school groups, families and other rental groups. In addition, there may be an adjacent “playful” space that could include features such as several sizes of antique, reinforced climb-on tractors, a corn crib with a safe, internal climbing system and/or a simple set of hammocks fashioned from industrial strength discarded fire hoses.

Request to create an Event Lawn and Multipurpose Pavilions:
- Event Lawn - $150,000
- Pavilions - $200,000 includes four pavilions at $50,000 each
- “Playful Space” - $80,000